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Hannon, I. (2020). Point of danger. Ada, MI: Revell. 378 pp. $16.99. ISBN 
9780800736170
Point of Danger, the first of a new romantic thriller series written by Irene Hannon. 
The book follows Eve Reilly, a radio talk show host, who makes some enemies 
because of her show. Rookie police detective Brent Lange is the investigator tasked 
with keeping Eve safe while trying to learn who is targeting the talk show host. 
They form a deep connection early in the story that Brent Lange fights against 
believing himself incapable of love. Throughout the various dangerous situations, 
the couple find themselves in, however, Eve shows Brent that he is wrong about his 
feelings. The book is set in St. Louis, Missouri like most of Irene Hannon’s books.
Both Eve and Brent are likeable characters and the reader gets to meet Eve’s sisters 
who are interesting enough to feature as protagonists in their own books. These 
well-developed characters will endear themselves to any reader. The theme of this 
book is Eve standing up for what she believes in despite the danger surrounding her. 
This theme pertains to both her talk show content and her feelings for Brent. This 
suspenseful page-turner provides readers with a quick thrill ride without offending 
those with more sensitive inclinations. Irene Hannon is a talented author who excels 
at keeping her readers interested in the characters and the plot throughout the 
book. The culmination of the book however did feel somewhat forced and rushed 
with very little explanation. Nevertheless, this minor criticism does not take away 
from the enjoyment readers will have in the book. Point of Danger will make a fine 
addition to any Christian fiction collection that contains romantic thrillers. 
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